
 

 

 

Release Notes            September 30, 2020 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration 
related issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 9.30.20.  

 

[Business Enhancement] Add a link to the Billing Submission tab to the Clinical dropdown menu 

 

[Business Enhancement] Add the Multipage Upload option to the expanded PA view new attachment section 

on both the PA and BS tabs 

 

[Business Enhancement] Move the Billing Status filter on the BS tab to the top to more easily manage filters 

 

 

[Business Enhancement] When checking the PAs listed on the Provider Batch Signing page, each PA card 

should collapse after it’s checked to reduce scrolling 

[Business Enhancement] Update the wording on the Attach Script success modal to be more clear to Users  

  

 



 

 
 

Release Notes Continued          September 30, 2020 

 

[Future Functionality] Add the ability to mark a CF as complete so it can be attached to the PA 

[Future Functionality] For external integration partners add an upsert_patient API endpoint 

[Future Functionality] Add PSPDFKit keys 

[Future Functionality] Improve the UI on the CF page 

[Bug Fix] Drop Ship orders are getting duplicated 

[Bug Fix] Changing the Clinic location on the New PA page does not update protocol products 

[Bug Fix] Honeybadger error: NoMethodError: undefined method ‘autocomplete_name’ for StockRecord 

[Bug Fix] Removing provider from Billed/Received PA won’t allow new provider to sign without page refresh 

[Bug Fix] Clicking Cancel from the Acceptance of Terms modal or Patient Signature page should reset the 

Acceptance of Terms modal fields back to their deselected state 

[Bug Fix] Product Activity (PA) report is showing full year’s data instead of data from selected date range 

[Chore] Rails version dependabot bump to 5.2.4.3 

[Chore] Fix obsolete versions of directories under virtual web server root 

[Chore] Turn on logging in CircleCI so the ‘DevToolsActivePort file doesn’t exist’ is happening on builds 

[Chore] Reenable minitest on CircleCI 

[Chore] Update Cognito config 

 


